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Abstract 
Stone, A.H., Finite unions of locally nice spaces, Topology and its Applications 41 (1991) 57-64. 
It is shown that, for certain “nice” properties P of topological spaces, one can characterize, by 
a standard “kernel” procedure, those spaces that are expressible as the union of a finite number 
of subspaces each having the property P locally, acd determine the least such number. Further, 
this least number, minus one, behaves “logarithmically”: it is additive for product spaces. Specific 
examples of such properties are given, and some related open questions are raised. 
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1. Introduction 
In [3] it was shown that a standard kernel construction (as in [2]) enables one 
to characterize those (Hausdorfl) spaces that are expressible as the union of a finite 
number of locally compact subspaces, and moreover to determine the least such 
number. It was proved that this least number II&US tine behaves logarithmically-it 
is additive for product spaces. Similar results were also shown to hold if “F n C” 
subspaces of a fixed space replace &ally compact ones, where “F n G” coincides 
(for regular spaces) with “locally closed”. Here we shall show that several other 
properties of interest behave similarly; and we raise some related questions. 
Let P be a “property”- that is, a class-of topological spaces. (No separation 
axioms are assumed unless they are mentioned explicitly.) For instance, P coud be 
the class of all hereditarily separable spaces, or of all spaces of the form G n pd 
where G is open and is F, in a fixed space S. As these examples illustrate, P 
could be either intrinsi r relative (depending on a specified containing space). In 
either case we require that P be fopologid’y invariant (in the relative case this 
means that if X has P as a subspace of S, and h is a ho eomorphism of S onto 
z then h(X) has P as a subspace of T). 
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There are two natural ways of saying that a space X is “locally P” at a point x E X: 
(i) x has at least one neighborhood in X that has property P 
(ii) x has arbitrarily small neighborhoods in X that have property P (Neighbor- 
hoods need not be open.j 
We shall always require that P be “localizable’‘that is, if x E X E P then x has 
arbitrarily small neighborhoods in X with property P Thus (i) and (ii) are equivalent; 
and if they hold we say that X is “locally P” at x. Pf X is locally P at each of its 
points, we say that X is “locally P”, or LP for short. It then follows that the 
property LP is also localizable, and that P* LPe L( LP). 
We say that P is hereditary if, whenever Y is a subspace of X E P, then YE P; 
closed-hereditary if this holds under the condition that Y is closed in X; and 
open-hereditary is defined similarly. P is productive if, whenever X and Y have P 
then so does the product space X x Y; and P is factorable if the converse holds 
for nonempty X and Y More generally, P is sectionable if, whenever a subspace 
2 of a product space X x Y has P, then so does each “section” 2 n (X x {y}), 
y E Y. (Here, for relative properties, it is understood that if X is considered as a 
subspace of a given space S, and Y as a subspace of T, then X x Y is considered 
as a subspace of S x T.) Clearly “sectionable” implies “factorable”, and “closed- 
hereditary” implies “sectionable” for T, spaces. “Open-hereditary” clearly implies 
“localizable”; and (for all localizable P) LP is automatically open-hereditary. 
For each of the attributes defined in the foregoing paragraph, it is easy to see 
that if P has it then so does LP-except, perhaps, for factorability, for which the 
question remains open. 
We say that P is closure-preserved if, whenever a subspace A of a Fpace X has 
P, then so does its closure A (in X). Finally, P is additive if, whenever a space 
2 =X u Y where both X and Y have P, then 2 has P It is important for the 
present paper that P can be additive, or closure-preserved, without LP having the 
same property. (For example: P = “separable”.) 
2. The kernel construction 
Given a localizable property P and a space X, we write H,(X, P) (or H,(X, P 
relative to S) as necessary) for the set 
{xEX:XisLPatx}. 
This is the largest open LP subset of X. We write 
&(X, P) = XV&(X, P), &(X, P) = HA&(X, P), P) 
and so on; generally 
HiW, PI = HA&-AX, PI, P), Ki(X, P) = Ki-,(x, P)\H,(X P), 
with the convenient convention that KO(X, P) = X. When there is no risk of confusion 
we abbreviate HJ6xZ P) to Hi and K,(X, F) to Ki. Thus the S,:S Ki are closed, and 
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X=&~K,N&3-•,andthesetsH,,&... are pairwise disjoint LP sets of 
the form “Fn G” (the intersection of a closed set and an open one) in X. This 
process could of course be continued transfinitely, as in [2], but we consider only 
finite processes here. 
If (for some finite n) K, = 0, then trivially X is the union of n locally P sets, 
namely H,,&... , H, : and if the smallest such n is no, we put no- 1 = Z(X) (or 
2(X, P) or 1(X, P relative to S) as needed); 1(X) is the “kernel length” of X for P. 
If (for all finite n) K, Z 0, we put I(X ) = 00. 
If P is such that, conversely, for all finite n, 
whenever a space X is the union of n locally P 
sets, then K,,( X, P) = 8, (0, 
we say that P satisfies the kernel condition, and have at once: 
Proposition 2.L Suppose P satisjes the kernel condition. Then a space X is the union 
of a finite number of LP subspaces if and only if K,(X, P) = 0 for Aome (finite) n; 
and the least number of LP subspaces whose union is X is then precisely l(X) + 1. 
Of course, many (localizable) properties do not satisfy the kernel condition. For 
example, let P be the class of l-manifolds (defined as spaces for which each point 
has a neighborhood homeomorphic to the real line R). Let X be the union of two 
intersecting straight lines in the plane. Then X is trivially the union of two LP 
spaces, but K, is never Q) (it consists of a singleton for all n 2 1). On the other hand, 
we shall see in Section 5 below that a number of properties do satisfy the kernel 
condition ( 1). 
3. Products 
We assume (as always) that tp is localizable; Lut Er need not satisfy the kernel 
condition. 
Theorem 3.1 (“Product Theorem”). Suppose P is productive and sectionable, and that 
X and Y are not empty. Then 
1(X x Y) = l(x)+ l(Y). 
(As in Section 1, it is understood that, if P is a relative property and X, Y are 
considered as subspaces of given spaces S, T respectively, then X x Y is considered 
as a subspace of S x T. We recall that, for TI spaces, “sectionable” is implied by 
“closed-hereditary”.) 
The main step in the proof is the following 
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Lemma 3.2. For r= 1,2,. . . , we have 
(a,) H,(XX Y)=U{Hi(X)xHj(Y): i+j=r+l}, 
(b,) K,(XXY)=U(Hi(X)xKj(Y): lai<j,i+j=r+l} 
uU{K~(X)XH~(Y): lGi~j,i+j=r+l} 
u(K,(X)x K,( Y)) wheres=[(r+1)/2]. 
where i, j = 1,2, . . .) 
The proof is by induction over r. One verifies easily that (a,) and (b,) hoid, and 
that (a,,,! ane_i (b,) together imply (b,,,). And one verifies, with rather more trouble, 
that (b,) implies (a,, *); here “productive” is used to show that the left side of (a,,,) 
contains the right, and “sectionable” provides the reverse inclusion. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. If X x Y is a finite union of LP spaces, then so is the section 
X x { y} for an arbitrary y E Y. Thus if I(X) = 00 it follows that I(X x Y) = 00; so we 
may assume in what follows that I(X) and I( Y) are finite. Put I(X) = m, I( Y) = n; 
then K,,,(X)f(d=K,+,(X) and K,,(Y)#@-K,+,(Y). It follows that Hi(X)#g 
wheni~m+landHi(X)=flifi>m+l;andsimilarlyfor Y.Now(b,+,,+,)shows 
K m+n+l(X x Y) =8, and (b,,,) shows K,+,(X x Y) # 0, proving I(X x Y) = 
m-I-n. 0 
Remark 3.3. Since L( LP) = LP, it suffices to assume in Theorem 3.1 that LP (rather 
than P) is productive and sectionable. 
Corollary 3.4. Suppose the (localizable) property P (or LP) is productive and section- 
able, and that X # 0. Then, for each n = 1,2, . . . , 1(X”) = nl(X); and ifX is not itself 
LP, then l(X”o) = 00. 
If further P (or equivalently LP) satisfies the kernel condition (l), Proposition 
2.1 shows that Theorem 3.1 and its Corollary 3.4 have a simple geoi;j<Pric nFailing. 
We next investigate conditions ensuring that the kernel condition is satisfied. 
4. The kernel condition 
Theorem 4.1. Suppose P is closed-hereditary (and localizable) and satisjes, for each 
n=l,2,..., 
whenever a space X is the union of n LP sets, 
the intersection of their closures (in X) is LP. 
(2)n 
Then P satis$ies the korttel condition. 
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Remark 4.2. The assertion here is that (2)” for all n implies (l), for all n; but (since 
trivially (2),3(2), for 1 s r s n) the proor actually shows that, for each n, (2),+(l), 
for all r s n. 
Of course both (I), and (2), are always trivially true. Note that, for regular spaces, 
“localizable” follows from ‘“closed-hereditary”. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Given X = Al u A2 u l l l u A,, each Ai being LP, we have 
to prove K,(X) = 8. The first step replaces these sets Ai by “improved” LP sets, as 
follows. For r = 1,2,. . . , n, put 
(the closures indicated being relative to X); thus the sets X, are closed, and 
X=X,=>X$ l ** =x*2x,+, =0 and X”=n{&: M&n}. 
Put Br = x\xr+, ;we show that each of B, , Bzt . . . , B,, is LP 
Fixing r for the present, suppose x E B, ; then since x E X, but E Xr+l we have 
that x belongs to exactly r different (or, more accurately, differently-suffixed) sets 
?&; say x~xn--nA,. Thus xtiA,+,u..w& and it follows that x~A,u 
l l l uA,=Z, say. put U=X\(A,+,u l l l ux); this is an open set containing x 
and included in 2. By (2), applied to 2, we have that the intersection, say T, of the 
closures relative to 2 of the sets Al, A*, . . . , A,, is LP; and we have x E T. There 
is a neighborhood V of x relative to T such that V c U n T and VE I? One checks 
that U n T = U n B,, and deduces that V is also a neighborhood of x relative to 
Br. Hence B, is LP 
Now B1 = X\X, is open (in X) and LP, so B, c H, (=H,(X, P)). Hence Xt =I 
X\HI = K,(X). 
Suppose we have X, 2 K,_,(X) for some r Z- 2; we deduce Xr+l 3 K,(X). In fact, 
B, = X,\X,+, 3 which is open relative to X, and is LP Hence B, n K .JX) is open 
relative to K ,.__JX) and (because LP is closed-hereditary) B, n K r-1( X) is LP So 
k&n K F ,(X) c H,(K,_,(X)) = H,(X), and therefore 
K,(X) = K,_,(X)\H,(X)c M,-,(X)\(&n K,-,(X))cX,\&, 
from the hypothesis of induction. That is, K,(X) e X,+ 1. 
This shows that K,(X) c Xr+* for r = 1,2,. . . ; finally K,(X) c Xn+l = 8, and the 
proof is complete. Cl 
Corollary 4.3. Restricting attention to regular spaces, suppose P is closed-hereditary 
(hence localizable) and closure-preserved. Then P satisjies the kernel condition. 
Proof. It is enough to verify that condition (2)” is satisfied. Suppose X = Al u l - l u 
A,, where each Ai is LP, and let x E (7 {x : 1 s i s n} (closures relative to X ). By 
a suitable choice of notation we have x E Al. Then x has a neighborhood U in X 
such that U n Al has P, so that m also has P Take a neighborhooc V D;- L in 
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X such that vc Int( U), and observe that vnA,c Un A,. Thus hxn&n 
l l l n A, is a closed subset of U n Al, so it has P; and it is a neighborhood of x 
in x&n l . l n& which is therefore LP, as required. Cl 
While Theorem 4.1 covers some important cases (see Section 5 below) there are 
others to which it does not apply, or does not apply easily. So the following alternative 
conditions are useful. 
Theorem 4.4. Suppose P is additive, closed-hereditary and open-hereditary (hence 
localizable). Then P satisfies the kernel condition (1). 
Proof. Again let X = A, u A+ l l l u A, where each Ai is LP; we have to prove 
K,(X) = 0. Suppose not, and take a point pn E K,(X). Then pn E some Aij say A,,. 
There is a neighborhood U,, of pn in X such that U” n A, E P; and because P is 
open-hereditary we may assume that Un is open in X. We shall show that Un n 
L-,(X) g A”. 
If not, then Un n K ,&X) = ( Un n A,) n K,_,(X), a relatively closed subset of 
U” n A,. Since P is closed-hereditary, it follows that 0, n K,-,(X) E P, and there- 
fore that p,, E H,(K,_,(X)), contradicting pn E K,(X). 
So we can pick a point pn_r E ( Un n K._,(X))\A,. Then P”__~ E A, u l . l u A,_, , 
say pn_l E A,_, . Since A,_, is LP, pnsl has a neighborhood U,_* in X such that 
U,_, n A,_, E P and U n-1 c U,, ; and as before we may assume that U,+ is open 
in X. Now we claim 
because otherwise we have 
fbr fz U Ll n 4 n L-2(W) u (( k-1 n&-An L-2(X)), 
a union of two sets each having property P (because of open- and closed-hereditari- 
ness), hence with property P itself (because P is additive). So K”_*(X) is LP at 
P n-l 9 contradicting pn+ E K._,(X). 
So we pick P,,-~E U,-,n K,,_,\(A,uA,_,); say P”_~EA”_~. h,d 50 on. 
Finally we obtain pot X\(A, u A,_, u . - l u A,) = 0, giving the desired contra- 
diction. Cl 
Theorem 4.5. If only regular spaces are considered, the assumption in Theorem 4.4 
that P is open-hereditary can be omitted. 
That is, if P is additive and closed-hereditary, the kernel condition is satisfied 
for regular spaces. (Note that the localizability of P still follows.) The proof is 
virtually the same as for Theorem 4.4, except hat we replace the open neighborhoods 
Uiij Un--lj**. 9 by the closures of smaller cpen neighborhoods. 
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5. Some examples and questions 
We first mention some properties that satisfy both the kernel condition (Section 
2, equations (I),,) and the Product Theorem (Section 3, Theorem 3.1). 
(A) The pioneering example is that of P = finiteness (so that, in ?‘1 spaces, Lp 
is discreteness). Here K,(X) is just the nth derived set Xtn) and the “kernel 
construction” is a (finite) initial segment of the standard (transfinite) Cantor- 
Bendixson construction of the “perfect kernel” of X. Clearly P is both productive 
and sectionable, so Theorem 3.1 applies; and the kernel condition follows at once 
from Theorem 4.4. (It also follows, less obviously, from Theorem 4.1, at least for 
T1 spaces.) 
Thus the vanishing of the nth derived set X(“) is necessary and sufficient for X 
to be a union of n locally finite sets, and I(X) = sup{ n E N: X(“) # 8) obeys the 
Product Theorem-a fact which appears to have escaped notice. 
All this extends immediately to P = having cardinal less than a given infinite 
cardinal (say) m; Theorems 3.1 and 4.4 still apply. (But Theorem 4.1 does not; 
when P = countable, equation (2)2 fails even for completely regular spaces.) 
(B) P = hereditary separability, or more generally, for a given infinite cardinal 
m, the property of having hereditary density character less than nt. Again, Theorems 
3.1 and 4.4 apply. 
(C) P = compactness, for HausdorfI spaces. Here Theorems 3.1 and 4.1 apply, 
though Theorem 4.4 does not. The main step in verifying that Theorem 4.1 applies 
is to show that equation (2), holds: Suppose X = At u l l l u An, each Ai being 
locally compact, and let x E x n l l l n A,; say x E A, . Here A, is open relative to 
its closure, say AI = G A x for some open subset G of X. Now x has a neighborhood 
U in X such that U n A, is compact; and then U n G n\n l l l nx is a compact 
neighborhood of x in A,n l l l n A,. 
(D) P = “F n G relative to S”, the property of being the intersection of an open 
set and a closed set in a given containing space S. Here LP = P, and for regular 
spaces $, P = locally closed (in S), Here again Th~rems 3.1 and 4.1 apply; the 
verification for Theorem 4.1 is essentially the ssms 35 In the previous example. 
(E) P = “F, relative to S”, for regular spaces S and arbitrary ordinals a, 1 s a < 
wt. (See [ 1] for the notation and basic properties.) Theorems 3.1 and 4.5 apply here. 
For (e.g.) metrizable spaces S the situation here trivializes, because then LP = P 
and every finite union of LP spaces is LP; but in more general spaces the locally 
F, subsets are less simple. 
The following properties satisfy some but not all of the requirements (for the 
kernel condition and the Product Theorem) set forth above. 
(a) P = “F, n Gs relative to s”, the intersection of an F,-set and a %-set. This 
satisfies the Product Theorem but not (in general) the kernel condition; an example 
with S = Euclidean 3-space was given in [3]. 
The analogous ituation for higher Bore1 classes is similar. 
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(b) P = hereditarily Lindeliif. Here the kernel condition holds, from Theorem 
4.4, but the Product Theorem does not apply. 
Nevertheless it seems possible that, consistently, hereditarily Lindeliif coincides 
with hereditarily separable (for regular spaces), in which case the conclusion of the 
Product Theorem would hold here (from (B) above). 
And for the following properties the situation is unclear. All but the last of them 
satisfy the Product Theorem, but I do not know whether they satisfy the kernel 
condition. 
(i) P = “G, relative to S”, where 1 s a < ol, 
(ii) P = “F n G8 relative to S”, 
(iii) P = “G n F, relative to S”. 
(As with (E) above, these properties trivial ize in e.g. metrizable spaces, but are 
significant in compact HausdorfI spaces S, for example.) 
(iv) P = metrizable, or 
(v) separable and metrizable, for HausdorfI spaces. 
(For merely T1 spaces there are trivial counterexamples.) 
(vi) P = “first countable” (each point having a countable neighborhood base), 
(vii) P = “second countable” (having a countable base). Both in (vi) and (vii) 
one could replace “countable” by larger cardinals. 
(viii) P = (m, n) compact, or hereditarily (m, n) compact, for various infinite 
cardinals m, n. (Generalizing (b) above.) 
To conclude, here are three further questions. 
In Theorem 3.1, would ( 1)2 suffice (instead of (1)” for all n E IN)? Failing this, 
would (2)Z suffice in Theorem 4.l? 
In Theorem 4.5, can “regular” be weakened to “Hausdorff”? 
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